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What makes a presentation outstanding? Almost everyone can give a presentation but making your 
presentation stand out and be unique from others is the real challenge. There are some who are experts at 
making outstanding PowerPoint presentations. This article will help the people who are having trouble with 
making their PowerPoint presentations look unique and impressive. 

  

If you want to get your presentation or essay done by a professional, then get in touch with an essay 
writer. Their writers are trained professionals that can help you with all your essays and presentations for 

the term. 

  

What makes a presentation outstanding? 

  

The most important part of any presentation is to connect with the people you are presenting to. This is true 
for almost every public speaking that you will do throughout your academic career and professional career. 
Your audience will want to feel your enthusiasm so make sure you let it show.  
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When presenting, you need to make a positive first impression. You can do essay writing while keeping this 
point in mind The first few minutes of your presentation need to be dedicated to making a first impression. 
If you fail at this, then there is a high chance the audience will not remember your presentation at all. 

  

Making eye contact is crucial for any presentation. Some people think that this is a simple task, but they still 
do fail in maintaining eye contact throughout the presentation. The purpose of making eye contact and 
maintaining a happy face during the presentation is to help build a rapport with the audience. This will also 
help in calming your nerves as well.  

  

An outstanding presentation is not boring. Just reading from the slides is not a proper way to give a 

presentation. Remember for your presentation to be unique, you need to be entertaining and must engage 
with the audience as well. You can do this by holding a question and answer session or even asking the 
opinions of the audience 

  

Body language is also an effective tool when presenting. If you deliver your presentation without moving 
any part of your body, it would give the impression that you are a robot. Gestures can help you in clarifying 
a point. Effective use of body language leaves a lasting impression on the audience and can make you stand 
out among your peers 

  

It is essential you remain as professional as ever when delivering your presentation. You should maintain a 
formal tone throughout, but you can throw a little bit of informality into your speech. Just make sure the 
formal part overweighs the informal part. The writemyessay.help is one of the best essay writing service 
that writes professional passages. 

  

Tips and tricks for your next PowerPoint presentation 

  

You will mostly be giving your presentation using PowerPoint. Following are some key pointers that you can 
use for your next presentation. These points are guaranteed to make your presentation stand out and be as 
unique as it can be 

  

Use styling options on your slides. We cannot stress this enough, but you must use a theme or a splash of 
color on your slides. Without color, they will look boring and plain and we will not stand out among the other 
presenters 

  

Use slides that are not too distracting. Remember to include information in your slides that you will further 
elaborate on in your presentation.  
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Use images and videos to strengthen the message of your presentation. Images and videos help convey the 
message to your audience in an effective way 

  

Be careful not to include images that contradict or have no relation to your topic. Imagine you are giving a 
presentation on penguins and the image you use is of a Ferrari sportscar. This will leave the audience 
confused so do not try that 

  

Use the notes portion of PowerPoint. Before you ask, ‘Are these the same notes I used to write my essay?’. 
No, they are not. These notes are a way for you to remember what you are going to say about a specific 
point. Notes can be extremely useful in a PowerPoint presentation so use them well 

  

Your PowerPoint presentation should be about 10 slides in length. Do not go over 20 minutes when 
delivering your presentation. Make sure the font size you use is around 30pt or higher 

  

Use contrasting colors when you design your slide. This means using a dark font color over a lighter 
background-color 

  

Use transitions in your slides but please do not overdo them. You can even ask write paper for me service to 
make the content of your presentation. The audience does not want flashy transitions which will distract 
them from the topic of the presentation.  

  

When designing slides, do not put a lot of information on them. Save the bulk of the information for the 
speaking portion of the presentation. The fewer words there are on the screen, the more visible the 
information will be to the audience 

  

Animations and sound effects need to be limited in a presentation. We do not want the presentation to be 

too cute 

  

The above points will help you massively for the next time you give a presentation. Always use PowerPoint 
for your presentations. If you are still having trouble, contact a write my paper for me service. These writing 
services can help you in making an outstanding presentation in PowerPoint. 

  

Now that you know what makes a presentation outstanding, it is time you practice for yourself. Make a 
presentation using the key points above and then present it to a group of friends. Get their opinion and then 
practice once again. With enough practice, you will be giving outstanding presentations in no time. 
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Useful Resources: 

Is Online Write My Essay Service Confidential? Can We Trust? 

How Much a Paper Writing Service Cost? Know the Exact Price! 
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160+ Best Research Paper Topics - 2022 Ideas 
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